When the Stakes Are High, Turn Risk Data into Decisive Action

LogSmart™ Supply

A supply chain risk management and decision intelligence solution that is built for decision makers

LogSmart™ Supply gives decision makers powerful tools to run on-demand custom risk scenarios against their organizations’ supply chain data. Powered by machine learning and vetted by LMI’s long-standing government customers, LogSmart™ Supply offers the industry’s most complete insight into the negative impacts of supply chain risk so you can make decisions faster.

Decipher data no one else can

Traditional supply chain illumination data shows problems without solutions. As the only solution with risk modeling and simulation capabilities, LogSmart™ Supply takes this data a step further—taking you from an identified risk to an optimized mitigation. Use LMI’s decades of supply chain insight to discover new courses of action and increase your chances of mission success.

Accelerate Decision-Making:
No need to wait for a report. Access analytics when you and your team need them.

Build Supply Chain Resilience:
The most complete list of negative impacts to guide responses to shortages, disruptions, or emerging situations.

- Integration with existing risk data and illumination vendors
- Configurable supply chain risk modeling and simulation
- Scenario analysis for pre- and post-disruption mitigations
- Portfolio view of supply chain for streamlined management
- Alternative vendor analysis

Harness the power of actionable supply chain risk mitigation strategies

www.lmi.org/logistics/logsmart-supply